A guide to organizing spectacular and
celebratory public events that tackle
food waste!
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Disclaimer
Global Feedback are in no way liable or responsible for any
events or for any food or health safety issues which may arise in
the course of such events. The materials herein are offered
merely as guidance. Independent legal advice should be sought
locally in relation to any respective event. Whilst we have used
our best endeavors to keep the information in each toolkit
current, no liability whatsoever is accepted or held for its
applicability to your event.

This toolkit is designed to help your communications lead coordinate all
aspects of spreading the messages of the event as far as possible. As with
every major event, communicating the who, what, where, when and why
of a Feeding the 5000 celebration to the many key audiences is an
integral part of the day’s success. Over the course of hosting or
supporting 42 of these feasts around the world, Feedback has picked up
a thing or two, so we’ve compiled some guidelines and suggested
timelines within this document to help you, as you prepare your
communications strategy for the big day.

3 months ahead of the event.

This toolkit is designed to guide you through the entire process. We
recommend:





Starting with the section on objectives and timelines.
From there, we suggest recruiting a suitable communications lead.
We advise that this person then reads through and actions the
remainder of the document (in an ideal world) with the help of a
communications team.

This toolkit was developed for February 2017 with support from
The Rockefeller Foundation.

The communications objectives of most Feeding the 5000 include:



Generating awareness and educating the public on issues of food
waste and sustainability in a consumer-friendly way that is:
informative, engaging, fun and interactive




communications campaign from the start ensures that a steady drumbeat
of clear, consistent, and inspiring messages reach your target audiences.
This will also provide the opportunity for individual partner organizations
to highlight areas of interest. A sample set of key messages can be found

of food waste as an important cause

in the appendix. Messaging should be discussed at both the first meeting

Launching a call-to-action campaign for supermarket/major food

and subsequent meetings to make all partners feel involved and invested

retailer accountability in transparency of food waste data, supply

in communicating these messages.

labelling/eliminating, and donations over dumping
Securing media coverage in local and national outlets to steer
conversations around the events and drive attendance on the day



from the very first steering group meeting. Integrating the strategic

Promoting Feeding the 5000 as a must-attend event, and the issue

chain management, need for standardization of date



Ideally, preparation for the communications strategy begins at the outset,

Leveraging key Feeding the 5000 event spokespeople and
influencers in the food, pop culture and entertainment space as
well as experts in policy and government on the topic of food
waste and sustainability to elevate the cause Engaging public to
take the pledge to take #FoodWaste #OffTheMenu.

Traditionally, the communications/PR aspect of the campaign is overseen
by either a lead communications coordinator appointed from within the
partner coalition; an external PR agency; or, if you are lucky, a combination
of the two.
In whichever case, it is vitally important to establish a clear point person
(or team) to funnel and organize the many communications aspects of
Feeding the 5000, which includes key messages and communications
materials, the focus of partner organizations, event day points of interest,
media/press opportunities, and general information for public interest.
Ideally, this person would then be supported by 2-3 individuals specializing
in areas such as traditional media/press relations, social media, and digital
marketing.
The ideal Feeding the 5000 communications coordinator has:
Time: A typical campaign needs require someone available to devote
roughly two-three hours per day in the days (and sometimes evenings!)
leading up to the event, depending on the number of partners involved.
During the weeks prior to and of the event, it may be a commitment of up
to four to six hours per day as they work to secure last minute support and
coverage.
Ability to delegate: The goal of Feeding the 5000 is to involve as many
people as possible, and to encourage ownership and a shared sense of
responsibility. With such a broad reach across sectors, the
Communications Coordinator will require help, and will need to be able to
employ the other hands effectively!

“I would suggest investing in Feeding the 5000 hats for
all the volunteers. Similarly, aprons would add to the
feeling that food hygiene is been taken seriously and
work well in terms of having the brand present in any
press photography, and obvious for any punters that
attend.
It is a really strong brand; I could imagine the hats and
aprons being really popular, and a great gift for
volunteers at a relatively low cost that will lead to
many a positive conversation being struck up about
food waste.”

Strong organizational skills: Often, there are many, many cooks in the
Feeding the 5000 kitchens, both literally and metaphorically! The ability to
manage a host of internal team members, external partners, and
fluctuating schedules and deadlines is key.
Tenacity & Passion: Feeding the 5000 events require individuals who will
follow up and chase down journalists – a task that requires phones and
energy, but not necessarily a sweeping knowledge of food waste issues.

Engaging a PR agency, whether on a pro bono or paid basis, can be
help you a lot with dividing up tasks and executing the overall
strategy.
Depending on the number of partners involved in an event, it can
be advantageous to have a smaller communications committee
made up of the communications coordinator and additional
representatives from the partner organization, with partners on the
ground who can leverage established relationships and existing
momentum.

We highly recommend dividing these roles so that there is:
A Communications lead who has a team of people who assist and/or are
responsible for the following items:
1. Creating the key messages and talking points of the event –
(example to be found in the appendix)
2. Putting together the press release (example in the appendix) and
other media kits – see an example media kit here
3. Building key contacts and pitching opportunities to media
channels
In addition, communications assistance will be needed for the following
tasks:
1. Designing and printing publicity materials Publicity materials –
design and printing
2. Promoting the event online and through physical materials – the
communications lead may want to recruit several volunteers to
take on this role, as it can be a big job.
3. Creating and updating a website - whether this is on Feedback’s
dedicated page or one you make yourself.

 Social media plan
Once the communications coordinator/team has been established,
the next step will be preparing for and generating the pieces of
collateral that normally support the Feeding the 5000 event.
These include:

 Key messages/talking points

(See appendix for example content)

 Publicity materials

(See appendix for example content)
o
o
o
o

Event banners (both digital + print)
Posters (both digital + print)
Flyers
A press release

 Media kit

(See appendix for example content)
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Feeding the 5000 [CITY] one pager
Fact sheet: Food waste [in CITY/COUNTRY/WORLD] +
sources
Consumer flyer: tips for reducing food waste at
home
Promo video (Feeding the 5000-example video)
Recipes
Chef/partner/speaker bios + headshots
Event website/web pages

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Pre-approved hashtags
Pre-scripted tweets (example content in the appendix)
Social-ready images (example content in the appendix)
Snapchat videos/filters
Newsletters (pre-event and post-event )
Event wrap-up (newsletter/thank yous)
Other
Media alert/reminder for event



Each Feeding the 5000 communications strategy revolves around
a set of key messages and event-specific details underlining what
make these celebratory feasts notable and newsworthy. While the
main gist of Feeding the 5000 events revolve around a few key
themes, there are invariably specifics (be they facts, figures,
initiatives, or individuals) relevant to the local, on-the-ground
organizations involved that enrich and personalize each event.



We encourage different partners to identify a few aspects of the
overall Feeding the 5000 story that particularly resonate with their
organization (food loss, food recovery efforts/food banks,
consumer food waste, supermarket food waste, waste to animal
feed, gleaning, etc.) and to make those points known to the
communications coordinator. These are often spooled into the
press release (example here) and the talking points (example in
the Appendix), for use by partners, chefs, and anyone speaking
with media as an organizational representative to ensure that
facts are correct.



Any Feeding the 5000 event can be used as a platform to discuss
the various global, environmental, health and social issues linked
to food waste. The ecological impacts can be broken down as
much as is relevant to your area; from local to national, these
topics can be tailored to what will be the most important for the
media outlets who are potentially covering the event.



Fourth, it is very important to give space for positive solutions on all
levels of the supply chain (consumers, retailers, producers and
farmers, and politicians), in addition to linking it to the global
movement.



A sample set of key messages can be found in the Appendix.

Collateral guidelines
Aim: Design, print and distribute publicity materials.



Ensure that each partner organization is represented, that the
logo and flyers are celebratory and consistent, and that they are
prepared with enough time in advance to distribute and publicize
the event. If you live in an area that gets a lot of rain, you may
want to laminate some of the signs.



Get in contact with the Feedback team who may be able to offer
you a poster toolkit for your materials to resemble the Feeding
the 5000 design and branding that has become so iconic and
loved across the world. It can be adapted to new events and
multiple formats. Get creative with how you can brand the event –
see the case study from Cannes for inspiration. Aprons have been
particularly popular in the past.

Timing: Designs finalized at least six weeks before event; printed materials
distributed in the 2 weeks leading up to event.
Items to produce: 2 - 4 banners (depending on size of event location), 40
placards, 500-1000 posters, 5000-10,000 Flyers (consider the size of your
city)



As early as possible (after the first steering group meeting),
request high-res logos from all partner organizations that should
be reflected on publicity materials (Note: this often takes longer
than expected, so do start the collection from the start!)

Distribution

Without and with logos – Feeding the 5000 NYC and DC Posters



Print materials and establish centralized point for pick-up. What
has worked in the past is to print up all posters and flyers and
store them in one central pickup point at one organization. This
location should be publicly accessible and in a convenient location
so that flyering volunteers can come in to pick up materials.



Extra credit: See if you can engage your local city council in free
publicity for the event, including displaying them on buses, at
metros, on trams, and at bus stops.

The press release serves as the primary document to attract traditional
press and outline the most important aspects of the day’s events. Each
press release should convey the following information:







What is going to happen at the event? With a brief outline of the
schedule of the day.
Why the event is happening? What is the current food waste
situation and what are the key messages of the event? Why is food
waste an important global issue – i.e. the context for waste at
different levels of the supply chain and the international scope
Who is involved? Highlight the different partner organizations,
groups of volunteers, key speakers, and where the food donations
have come from
In addition, of course, when and where the event is happening, so
that people know when and where to go!

You can find sample press releases in the Appendix:




Feeding the 5000 NYC and DC
The Fall events we held in Denver, Portland - Maine and Hudson
Valley - New York as part of #F5KUSA (follow the link here)

In addition to the press release, another smart thing to organize is an easyto-access media kit, available on the event website or dedicated page.
Some ideas of items to include (many of which can be found in the Appendix):



Feeding the 5000 [CITY] Imagery (Poster, One Pager, etc.)





A Fact Sheet: Food Waste [in CITY/COUNTRY/WORLD] + sources





Once the core group and facts have been established for the event
Consumer Flyer: Tips for Reducing Food Waste at Home
Promo Video (See examples on Feedback’s YouTube channel)

Or embed some of these on your site!

High-Res Images (Which be found on here: feeding5000usa
webpage.)
Recipes for Meals (Examples here)
Chef/Partner/Speaker Bios + Headshots
As soon as you have officially confirmed participants, the next step
will be requesting their headshots and bios to be used



Communicating this event to the media is incredibly important – it is
a key way to drive attendance as well as shine a spotlight on food
waste more generally. By getting a variety of media platforms on
board with the discussion, public outcry is created and greater
pressure is placed on those with decision-making power (i.e.
businesses and governments). Luckily, the basic format of Feeding
the 5000 is usually enough to create a spectacle and get people
talking – there are just a few more steps to take to raise the profile
with media and generate attention and coverage.

Establish a comprehensive media list. Identify the people you’d
like to include for your outreach. Remember to include a wide
swath of related/thematically relevant publications across print,
digital, and broadcast media, including:





Major local and regional press



Broadcast (both local and regional)
Feeding the 5000 events are visually stimulating, and
videos and television media can have a powerful impact
on viewers, as well as new media platforms like
Facebook live or Snapchat stories.

Calendar listings
Trade publications, including:
o Culinary
o Sustainability
o Policy
o Philanthropy



Radio
Notable blogs

Request that partner organizations submit the names and contact
information of journalists with whom they work with and/or
media they would like to contact.
o

o

Upon receipt, the communications coordinator will
compile this contact information into one document,
establishing a master list for dissemination of the press
release and for follow-up.
Some organizations have special relationships with
specific journalists, and thus you may find that they (or
you!) may want to contact the journalists individually. If
that’s the case, you/they are encouraged to do so! The
goal in making a master list is to make sure that the
messages are consistent and clear around the event. If
there are relationships of particular interest, make sure
you flag those to the communications coordinator so the
right course of action can be taken.



Ensure that your event will be covered on the TV, radio,
newspapers, and across multiple internet social media
platforms. However, be sure to acknowledge that organizers
should be prepared to manage all the personalities involved,
given that it is a big task.



Be sure to engage as many high-profile chefs, advocates, and
organizations as you can, and do so as early as possible.
These people can be huge resources who bring a lot of impact
to the table, including press contacts, social media followers,
and influence. Bear in mind the lessons learned from Graz
when speaking to various audiences and utilizing the
materials you have.



Confirm participants and schedules at least 8 weeks prior to
event to allow for engagement, feature scheduling, calendar
clearing, etc.



Secure media-friendly celebrity ambassadors that can
generate mainstream media interest and can commit to doing
pre-event run-up (broadcast opportunities, interviews, etc.)

‘’Have your explanation ready, and be
prepared to repeat it over and over again.
And keep up your positive energy, it is
contagious.
As far as means of promoting, do as much as
you can. I made use of posters, flyers,
Facebook, personal messages, face-to-face
contact, emails and the university
newspaper to spread the word about the
event. Based on whom you are trying to
reach, choose the most appropriate means
of communication.
You will have to do several different kinds of
promoting: getting people to participate,
getting volunteers to sign up, and explaining
to supermarkets and/or farmers what you
want to do with their leftover food.’’

Note: The beautiful thing about Feeding the 5000 events is the
breadth of organizations and personalities involved, and the range of
solutions these individuals and organizations are implementing to
fight food waste.

As such, the communications strategy should highlight the many
different personalities to tell the story – these are the personal
approaches that our audience connects with! When planning,
consider:




Heads of organizations



Volunteers
o Long-term volunteers at partner organizations
o Newly recruited volunteers to Feeding the 5000





Chefs (be it those cooking the actual meal, offering a demo
or support, etc.)

Gleaners
Farmers (like the farmer who has coordinated with the
gleaners to donate the actual food for the event)

Warehouses or businesses donating time, space, and
storage
Once you have identified these ambassadors, be sure to collect the
following pieces of material that are of interest to the media:

o
o



Recipes
Bios + headshots of speakers and/or chefs

Approach various reporters and outlets in a strategic way, via:
o Exclusive pitching: Identify a top-tier outlet for the
purposes of securing an exclusive, comprehensive story
about Feeding the 5000’s mission, introducing the event,
and showcasing celebrity chefs, partners, and
spokespeople involved in the mission.
Pre-event calendar listings: Secure pre-event press and
event listings to bring awareness to upcoming events
and generate buzz around spokespeople and
ambassadors involved in the events and with the
Feedback organization.
o

In-studio broadcast opportunities: Pitch in-studio demo
appearances for chefs and Feeding the 5000
ambassadors to share recipes, facts about Feeding the
5000 menus and the organization’s mission, as well as
tips on how consumers can help reduce food waste.

o

In-the-field opportunities: Pitch an exclusive opportunity
for select media to travel with Feeding the 5000
spokespeople to nearby partner farms to tell the bigger
story about food waste and sustainability.



Gleaning day: Provided a Gleaning day is feasible for the time
of year; gleaning days provide an unparalleled “on the ground”
opportunity for media or journalists. (Note: always make sure
that the farmers or farms involved are okay with a media
presence!)



Chopping day (often, “Disco Chop”): The preparatory events,
where cooks and volunteer teams wash, chop and prepare the
food to be used in the main meals, provide a picture-perfect
opportunity to illustrate the “before” involved in these meals.
Many journalists are keen to capture visuals surrounding the
sheer scale of food and/or produce that may potentially be
unnecessarily wasted; this is a perfect opportunity to do so.



Early morning volunteer and chef food prep on the event day:
Having journalists (broadcast outlets) on-site in the morning
while the chefs are cooking is a fantastic opportunity for
publicity – especially if the report airs early enough for viewers
to leave their homes and travel to the event.



Interview on the day: Make sure the media knows who will be
where, and when, at your event, and what availability key
personalities should speak/be interviewed.

In an ideal world, each Feeding the 5000 event would have its own
special microsite (see here for an example which follows the below
format) or dedicated page (see here). Please note the Appendix holds
examples of many of the following materials also. In whatever format,
the ideal information repository includes the following information:

 General Information
When
Where (With a map and travel info)

 Day of Schedule (example here)
Key Times
Activities
Speakers/Personalities

 Partners
Logos from partner organizations, with ability to link through
to respective organization websites
[Short descriptors, space permitting]

 Volunteers
How to volunteer/Sign Up
Description of volunteer opportunities

 Press Info

Media Kit (one pager on event, high-res images, appropriate
logos, promo video, recipes if available – see an example
here)
Contact info for press inquiries

Along with the traditional press outreach, mobilizing existing social
media networks is crucial for driving awareness for the event and for
growing the community fighting against food waste. Social media
networks are employed to:




Promote the event/raise general profile



Create momentum around food waste movement and fellow
partner events



Engage with wide swath of public and leverage networks of
partner organizations

Recruit volunteers for the event and associated activities,
including gleaning and/or Disco Chops

In a nutshell, the social media plan for the event consists of
three stages:

1.

Pre-event: promotion

2.

During event: engagement

Use social media to build awareness, recruit volunteers, and drive
attendance

Use social media to engage people in attendance, and those who
may wish to participate from afar

3.

Post event: conversation

Use social media to deepen the relationship you’ve made with
interested parties, develop advocacy, and continue positive, ongoing conversations

No matter the medium (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, snapchat, etc.), be
sure to create a unifying hashtag to link conversations across multiple
platforms.

Make creative content like the image
below that captures people’s attention,
spreads knowledge of the issues and/or
asks for their involvement – See the
appendix for examples of social-ready
images made for #F5KUSA FALL

Top tip: Keep your event hashtag simple and memorable! Also, the shorter
the better - save characters for messages and tagging partners, speakers,
orgs, and retweets (Think: #Feed5K[CITY])



Incorporate existing hashtags to the mix
o Utilize location, trending topics, and/or popular thematic
hashtags to broaden reach of existing tweets and engage
larger networks
o

Relevant Anti-food waste movement hashtags include:
#FoodWaste

#SaveTheFood

#ZeroWaste

#WasteNot

#NotWasting



Diversify your content. Pictures, videos, re-posts, links to articles
are all great to post – keep it varied yet relevant. Ideas include:
o Video content from high-profile partners (in 10 second or
less format)
o Branded images
o Infographics (Example examples in the appendix)



Leverage influencers to post about the organization and live
stream from select events



Prompt partners to post timely updates and reminders about
the event to galvanize their networks, with increasing
frequency as the day approaches.
o

Make sure all partners know event hashtag, social
pages (event or Facebook) and prompt to promote
often.

Facebook
Create a Facebook event page in which all the organizations are
administrators. This way, each organization can share with
followers, invite guests, and highlight the event within their own
Facebook pages (and link easily to other social media).



Instructions on how to create co-administrators/invite
administrators can be found in the Appendix. See example copy for
the Facebook event here.

1-2 Weeks Before Event
o
2 posts per day
(ideally, one morning, one early evening)
o
3-5 pieces of visual content per week



Ensure that partners are actively posting and promoting
the events

 Utilize Facebook Live to connect with followers in realtime, both on the day or in the various lead-up activities

Plan and schedule your posts:
3-4 Weeks Before Event
o 3-4 posts per week
o 1-2 pieces of visual content per week



Manage comments and engage all those who ask questions

Twitter
See the appendix for example twitter content to get you inspired.



Utilize direct message function on Twitter to target contacts,
reporters and friends of the organization with a simple, tothe-point update

Here’s some examples: @JANE @JOHN Check out our

#Feed5K [City] effort, a free lunch to fight #food waste next
week. Ideas & shares welcome.





Pin your best/well-worded tweet regarding Feeding the 5000
event (replete with event #hashtag) to the top of your
Twitter feed
Plan and schedule your tweets
3-4 weeks before event
o
1-2 tweets per day
o
1-2 partner tweets per day
1-2 weeks before event
o
3-4 tweets per day
o
3-4 partner tweets per day
Day-of event
o Go with your gut! Actively communicate and
engage with followers, posting compelling
content and sharing/retweeting relevant material

Weeks after event
o 1-2 tweets per week in “throwback” or
“flashback” fashion to engage partners,
network, etc.
o Manage replies and RT all those who tag
you/the event

Instagram





Leverage image-led platform to share high quality
photos, powerful images, headshots of speakers, sneak
peeks of location, etc.
Remember to use event hashtag(s)!
Plan and schedule your posts:

3-4 weeks before event:
o 2-3 posts per week
1-2 weeks before event:
o 4-5 posts per week



Manage replies and respond to all those who tag you/the
event

Snapchat



Use the Feeding the 5000 snapchat filter to encourage
people to add to their “story” and geo-tag their
involvement on the day.

Eventbrite/event engagement platforms



Where applicable, ensure that you create an event page on
any platform (such as Eventbrite) that allows users to search
and purchase tickets



3-4 days before event
To ensure a seamless on-the-day experience, it’s important
to have the following assessed and analyzed in the days
before the event:
 Access to power, including charging
stations and power cords
 Snacks/food/eating times scheduled into
day (things can get busy!)
 Necessary information:
 Phone numbers and emails of key
collaborators – Helps facilitate
exchange of photos, access to
managers, etc.)
 Passwords
 Hashtags and handles – Keep a list
of your partner and presenters’
handles close-by to announce or
quote them, easily and accurately
 Laptops and smartphones
 Power cords
 Wi-Fi password



Day before event
o Ensure everyone responsible for posting on social
media has logged into their respective networks,
on/from the device they will be using (i.e. laptop or
smartphone) at least 24 hours in advance to avoid
any potential connectivity issues.

Email newsletters



Compile a relevant campaign list of emails of your
supporters and interested parties to promote key event
details, including social hashtags



Settle on one website address (see above) to drive all traffic
across platforms

o



foundation you’ve established (activities, hashtags, branded
images, videos, important event information) spur the
interaction with the attendees, and have some fun
interacting!

In the night before the event, it may make sense to schedule a
few important posts to go live during the 24 hours prior to the
event, giving you the time and wiggle room to revisit anything
on the fly. These posts can cover anything from food provided,
weather, directions/maps, hashtag for remote
participation/tracking of the event, tee-ups for notable
activities, etc.

Day-of event
o Prioritize sharing your audience’s posts in real-time, engaging
with attendees near and far by:
 Reporting on event happenings and tracking event
hashtag throughout the day
 Retweeting and replying to interesting points and
questions from attendees
 Encouraging attendees to engage by posting updates,
photos, and retweeting as well
o

Promote social activity during event through sending email
communications to broadcast media, volunteers who registered
but cannot be on site, non-local audiences, etc., with prompts to
tweet/participate from afar

o

Encourage a sharing booth or point of interest on-site, on the day
to encourage live tweeting/posting/sharing with hashtag or
specific request prominently outlined, for example: "Tweet one way
you will help take #FoodWaste #offthemenu" or "Insta yourself and
a free lunch to #Feeding5000NYC".

o

Trust the process. At this stage in the game, it’s best to let the

o



Thank partners, speakers, participants and attendees
throughout. On the day-of, don’t forget to close out the event
on every social media channel through a post thanking
everyone for a great event.

Days following event
o Publicize key images and takeaways
o

Invite attendees/participants to share other photos or
comments (with the event hashtag) on Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter

o

Provide calls to action and links to any post-event actions
(e.g. petitions)

Miscellaneous/other
Blanket photo releases – Given that Feeding the 5000 is a public event,
there is a legitimate expectation that people will be filmed and
photographed. However, to be extra clear, it is often worth posting an
all-encompassing disclaimer, printed and displayed in a few key
locations at the event.
Sample text is as follows:
Please be aware that filming, photography and broadcasting takes place
during this event. By entering these grounds, all persons give their
express consent to the use of their actual or simulated likeness and voice
in connection with the production, exploitation and advertising of the
event without compensation or credit, throughout the world. If you do
not wish to be included in any photographs and would like your
photo/footage removed, please contact NAME@organization.

Hurray! The big event has been a success. Before completely moving on,
be sure to:




Send thank you notes to staff, volunteers and vendors



Email all partners thanking everyone, highlighting the impact of
the event, and circulating press and media articles and posts

Create a media wrap-up. Here is an example media report made
for F5K Front Range.



Input pledge names into excel spreadsheets, and send them to
Feedback for counting and inclusion



Work on a post-event newsletter, which will go out to all
attendees. See the appendix for examples of post-event
newsletters Feedback have led on in the past.

Please also send an impact assessment to Feedback, including the
below. This is so we can collect and spread information about how
successful the event was – see the appendix for example events
breakdowns by the numbers.








Number of pound/kilos of produce gleaned,
Number of pounds/kilos of produce used for cooking at F5K,
Number of pounds/kilos given to food recovery groups,
Number of people in attendance at F5K,
Number of volunteers,
And any other pertinent numbers.

11am-4pm in Union Square) and Washington, D.C. (Wednesday, May 18th,
11am-4pm in Woodrow Wilson Plaza at the Ronald Reagan Building and
International Trade Center).

FEEDBACK, TOGETHER WITH A COALITION OF PARTNERS, BRINGS
POPULAR FOOD WASTE AWARENESS FESTIVAL TO AMERICA TO TAKE FOOD
WASTE #OFFTHEMENU
Partnership of NGOs, Civic Institutions, and Chefs Offer Free Lunch for
5,000 in #FEEDING5000 Events in New York City (May 10) and Washington,
D.C. (May 18)
NEW YORK, April 18, 2016 – Recent research has revealed that the United
States spends $218 billion a year growing, processing, and transporting
food that is never eaten. Up to 63 million tons of perfectly edible food end
up in American landfills each year – a terrifying number from a resource
and greenhouse emissions perspective, but even more galling in light of
the roughly 49 million Americans who live in food insecure households. In
efforts to shed light on this critical issue and its tasty solutions, Feedback,
an environmental non-profit organization dedicated to ending food waste
at every level of the food system, today announced its U.S. campaign, with
support from The Rockefeller Foundation and in partnership with a
coalition of more than 40 like-minded organizations and chefs to, Take
Food Waste #OffTheMenu.
To kick off the campaign, which is designed to educate people on how they
can redefine their relationship to food waste and foment change in the
American food system, Feedback and its coalition of partners will host a
series of Feeding the 5000 events in New York City (Tuesday, May 10th,

Each Feeding the 5000 event provides 5,000 members of the public with a
free feast, made entirely from fresh, top-quality ingredients that would have
otherwise been wasted. In New York, the celebratory banquet, supported by
top food tastemakers such as chef Dan Barber, chef Jason Weiner, chef Evan
Hanczor, and entrepreneur Liz Neumark, will be prepared in the kitchens of
Great Performances Catering and Holy Apostles Soup Kitchen and will
furnish an additional 5,000 meals to City Harvest’s network of local food
banks and soup kitchens. The Washington, D.C. meal will be procured and
prepared by DC Central Kitchen, with Chairman Emeritus and Culinary
Ambassador for the Global Alliance for Clean Cook stoves chef José Andrés;
Chairman of DC's Food Policy Council, chef Spike Mendelsohn; chef Anthony
Lombardo; and other acclaimed foodies and food policy experts lending
their support to the festivities. Each event will also showcase the work of
partner organizations in the fight against food waste and will highlight a
range of issues linked to the global food waste crisis and the practical
solutions available.
“Worldwide, there is growing recognition of the colossal problem of
avoidable and unnecessary food waste. Thankfully, there is also a growing
awareness of the menu of delicious solutions that exist to tackle it,” said
Tristram Stuart, founder of Feedback. “Feeding the 5000 events are
designed to celebrate these efforts while simultaneously empowering the
general public to make informed decisions about buying and using food,
and to demand change from the food industry. Supermarkets in particular
must recognize that it's no longer acceptable to discard food in dumpsters
and cause farmers to waste crops while people go hungry. It's up to us - the

public - to recognize that every forkful, trip to the fridge, or visit to a
grocery store is an opportunity to take a stand against food waste.”
Feedback, based in London, England, has been catalyzing national
movements to tackle food waste around the world. Since 2009, their
guerrilla style events include over 34 Feeding the 5000 events in
locations such as Paris, Dublin, Milan, Amsterdam, Barcelona and
Brussels, equating to more than 170,000 meals. Encouraged by its
success in helping reduce household waste by 21% in the UK, and in
catalyzing the food waste reduction movement in France, Feedback is
now teaming up with American citizens, governments, nongovernmental organizations, experts and celebrity chefs together to
kick-start and scale up the solutions to food waste nationwide.
“We are incredibly excited to support this coordinated campaign, which
we view as an important step in a worldwide effort to reduce food
waste by half,” said Dr. Zia Khan, Vice President for Initiatives and
Strategy at The Rockefeller Foundation. “Food waste is an immense
global problem, but it’s one with solutions readily at hand. As part of
The Rockefeller Foundation’s YieldWise initiative, which represents the
first comprehensive, systemic effort to tackle food waste at every level,
these events demonstrate how we all have a role to play, whether at
home, while dining out, within retail supply chains, and across many
other sectors.”
Barbara Turk, Director of Food Policy for the City of New York, added,
"In a city where 1.4 million people are food insecure, and even more
have limited access to affordable, healthy food, it's essential that
residents and businesses work together to reduce food waste at all
levels. Mayor Bill de Blasio is committed to achieving zero waste, as

outlined in OneNYC – and we are thrilled to partner with Feedback and a
broad range of stakeholders at the Feeding 5000 NYC event to devise
creative solutions to the problem of food waste."
Feeding the 5000 NYC partners include: City Harvest, GRACE
Communications Foundation, Sustainable America, The V. Kann
Rasmussen Foundation, NRDC, Center for Biological Diversity, EPA, the
NYC Mayor’s Office of Sustainability, the NYC Office of the Food Policy
Director, Food Recovery Network, The Sylvia Center, GrowNYC, Slow Food
NYC, NYC Schools, the James Beard Foundation, United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP), Food Tank, Holy Apostles Soup Kitchen,
Salvation Farms, The Drexel Food Lab, AmpleHarvest.org, Rescuing
Leftover Cuisine, Transfernation, and the Marble Collegiate Church.
Feeding the 5000 DC partners include: DC Central Kitchen, The Campus
Kitchens Project, EPA, USDA, United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP), DC Department of Energy & Environment, DC Food Policy Council,
DC Department of Public Works, DC Food Recovery Working Group, DC
Greens, the Accokeek Foundation, Dreaming Out Loud, NRDC, National
Consumers League, ReFED, Together We Bake/Fruitcycle, MEANS
Database, Community Food Rescue, Food Recovery Network, and Capital
Area Food Bank.

Context
Event Concept
Feeding the 5000 NYC will be a high-profile ‘umbrella’ event designed to
bring together an alliance of organizations at all levels to raise
awareness of the scale of food waste in the U.S. and globally and to
promote the uptake of positive solutions to the problem. It will draw
attention to the city’s priorities around decreasing both food waste and
hunger. Food waste poses a significant environmental and social threat
on a global scale - and at the same time represents one of the biggest
opportunities for reducing our environmental impact and increasing
food availability where it is needed most.
The format of the event is based on providing a delicious free feast for
thousands of members of the public, sourced entirely from fresh topquality produce that would have otherwise been wasted. Thousands of
meals will also be prepared and transported to soup kitchens and food
pantries. The event will be a spectacular public celebration of the
positive win-win solutions to food waste. It will bring the issue to the
center of both public and political attention, providing the impetus for
businesses, government and the public to take up the easily
implementable, positive actions to tackle food waste that are already
being undertaken by partner organizations on the ground and will act
as a catalyst for further action across the U.S.

Feedback, the organization behind the Feeding the 5000 campaign who
will be coordinating this event in collaboration with City Harvest, GRACE
Communications Foundation and other organizations, have staged
similar events and food waste reduction initiatives both in the UK and in
other countries including Belgium, Ireland, the Netherlands, Kenya and
France. These events have catalyzed robust and far-reaching action
against food waste as well as a cultural, political and business
environment in which food waste is being treated as an urgent problem,
but one with easily implementable solutions.
Over the past twelve months the profile of food waste in the U.S. has
dramatically increased. Civic society organizations are hungry for
change, major food corporations have expressed a willingness to
engage, senior policy-makers and government agencies are taking a
serious interest and the media is evidently receptive to mass coverage of
the issues. Feeding the 5000 NYC will also build on the successful
Feeding the 5000 events in Oakland and the University of North Carolina
in 2014. With the Sustainable Development Goal to halve food waste by
2030, which will be announced in NYC in September, a high-profile event
showcasing the practical ways in which this target can be achieved could
not come at a better time.

Plans for NYC
It is proposed that the event should take place in Union Square in NYC
on November 11th. In addition to the free meal, activities proposed
include cooking demonstrations using leftovers and food that is often
thrown away, smoothie and apple juice making, partner stalls and
keynote speeches. Ahead of the event we will aim to have several

gleaning days – where volunteers will be taken to fields to harvest
fresh fruit and veg that would have otherwise been wasted - and a
Disco Soup chopping activity. Each of these activities will be an
engaging demonstration of the solutions to food waste, as well as
an opportunity to tell the story of how food is being wasted across
the supply chain and shedding light on the wider food system.

Event partners and objectives
The event in NYC and the campaign surrounding it will be a
partnership between Feedback, City Harvest, GRACE
Communications Foundation, Sustainable America and a range of
organizations working in the field of tackling food waste in NYC and
nationally. The event’s objectives will be collaboratively agreed by
the partner organizations to reflect their respective aims and
messaging. The event will also focus on engaging the local
governments around the positive changes that they can implement
to tackle food waste, as well as highlighting the positive initiatives
already in place in NYC and in other areas for replication across the
U.S. Organizations interested in collaborating will be able to take
part in a variety of ways.

These banners were made for Feeding the 5000 NYC; however, they
have been re-used for five events since then. We highly recommend
making materials that can be re-used wherever possible.

FB: Facebook and social media,
1. The Backdrop to the stage,
2. The Header to the stage
3. The Feedback tent
4. The Media and Info tent five.
The catering tent side
6. The catering tent - header
above the entrance

What’s the one worldwide challenge we can all literally eat our way out
of?
The answer is food waste: an obvious problem with, thankfully, lots of
tasty solutions!
Come celebrate these solutions with Feeding the 5000 NYC!
On Tuesday, May 10th from 11am-4pm, Feeding the 5000 NYC will be
taking over the North Plaza of Manhattan’s historic Union Square Park.
Thousands of members of the public will be provided with a delicious
free feast, sourced entirely from fresh top-quality produce that would
have otherwise been wasted. But that’s not all: 5000 further meals will
also be prepared and transported to City Harvest’s network of soup
kitchens and food pantries throughout the city!
As food-waste fighting organization Feedback’s flagship campaign,
Feeding the 5000 events showcase and promote the positive and
delicious solutions to the global food waste crisis - that a third of all food
in the world is wasted from farm to fork. Feeding the 5000 NYC will bring
together the public and an alliance of partner organizations to raise
awareness of the scale of food waste in the U.S. and globally.
In addition to the free lunch, there will be a variety of activities on the
day, including cooking demonstrations from top chefs, smoothie making
on bike blenders, interactive quizzes, and stalls featuring a variety of
information and personalities from partner organizations. We’re
encouraging everyone, everywhere, to Take Food Waste #OFFTHEMENU!

- So, please join us!
Want a free meal? Just show up. (And then tell your friends!)
Want to volunteer? Please do – there’s something for everyone, and
the more partners in this movement, the better! Visit
http://feedbackglobal.org/about-us/get-involved/nyc to sign up!
Want to spread the word? Like this message, share with your network,
and follow @Feedbackorg and #FEEDING5000NYC

One thing we find helps to promote events effectively is Feedback cohosting an event on their Facebook page. It means the event comes up on
our Facebook page and we are informed of notifications and can post to
the wall etc. The process of adding multiple organization’s as hosts to a
Facebook event is somewhat finicky however quick once explained.

When other organizations make an event:

Add respective Facebook administrator as a friend:

THEN it is possible to make Feedback a co-host – on the event – (you go
to event, edit, co-hosts and type Feedback and it should come up as an
option).

1. The said organization’s Facebook administrator should add
Dominika/Pascale (Pascale preferably) as a friend on Facebook
(we are admins of Feedback’s Facebook)
2. The Feedback team can then make you an administrator of
the Feedback page or vice versa (see on settings > page roles)
This makes you an administrator of two pages, therefore allowing the
other organization to be a co-host.
Pascale can then add your organization as a co-host to the event on the
event page itself.
This process can be reversed when other organizations make the
Facebook event.
After the organization, has been made a Facebook host, the person
responsible can be removed as an administrator to the second page.
Please let me know if this is unclear or if you want to have a quick skype
to explain this.

The other organization’s Facebook page administrator can add
Feedback; (Pascale or Dominika) as an administrator of the other
organization’s Facebook page (can be done just for 5 mins)

(This makes us –Feedback- an admin of two pages, therefore the other
organization (we/we/another org) can be a co-host of the event)

Here are some examples of images we made in the run up to our
Fall events. We tried to generate awareness that people could take
part in the conversation online as well as promoting the events
themselves. Volunteer recruitment was another aim of a significant
amount of our social media content in the run-up to the events.

NYC examples
General
Key Hashtags: #Feeding5000NYC, #Feeding5000DC, #Feeding5K #NYC,
#Feeding5K #DC, #food waste, #offthemenu



No such thing as a free lunch – except for #Feeding5K! Coming
to NYC and DC this May to fight #food waste. Info:
www.feedbackglobal.org



This May, come take #food waste #offthemenu by #Feeding5K
in #NYC (10th) and #DC (18th). Info: www.feedbackglobal.org



Join @feedbackorg @TristramStuart and friends in #Feeding5K
in #NYC (May 10) and #DC (May 18). Info:
www.feedbackglobal.org




Key Hashtags: #Feeding5000NYC, #Feeding5K #NYC, #food waste,
#offthemenu



Hip to be #UnionSquare: Join us there on May 10 for free lunch via
#Feeding5000NYC. Let’s take #food waste #offthemenu



The Big Apple = perfect place to tackle #food waste. #Feeding5000NYC
on May 10 in #UnionSquare celebrates delicious solutions – come join!





Take a stand and order #FoodWaste #offthemenu. 11-4 on Tues. May
10 at #UnionSquare #Feeding5000NYC
#NYC is one of the world’s great food cities. Time to make it a great
food saver as well. May 10 #UnionSquare #Feeding5000NYC
Volunteers Wanted! Join the movement to fight #food waste by
#Feeding5000NYC. Check out www.feedbackglobal.org and get
involved!

Celebrate tasty solutions to #food waste through #Feeding5K in
#NYC (May 10) and #DC (May 18). Info: www.feedbackglobal.org

DC examples

Cat’s out of the (shopping) bag: Fight #food waste with
@feedbackorg and friends by #Feeding5000NYC +
#Feeding5000DC

Key Hashtags: #Feeding5000DC, #Feeding5K #DC, #food waste, #offthemenu



Here’s a capital idea: fighting #food waste in #DC. Join @feedbackorg +
friends for #Feeding5000DC Wed May 18 at Woodrow Wilson
@reaganitcdc



Hear ye, hear ye: Wed May 18 – order #food waste #offthemenu by
#Feeding5000DC at WoodrowWilsonPlaza/@reaganitcdc




Take a stand and order #FoodWaste #offthemenu. 9-3 on Tues. May 17
at #Feeding5000DC at WoodrowWilsonPlaza/@reaganitcdc
Volunteers Wanted! Join the movement to fight #food waste by
#Feeding5000DC. Check out www.feedbackglobal.org and get involved!

campaigner Tristram Stuart, who has worked in several countries to
improve the environmental and social impact of food production.
These include general talking points, event specific talking points,
talking points for chefs, key themes for consumers, Food Waste by the
Numbers and finally, our menu for change. ‘Take Food Waste Off the
Menu: Four Courses for US Supermarkets and Food Retailers’ is
comprised of our top messages for what businesses could do to reduce
food waste, used in conjunction with media for our Feeding the 5000
events in May 2016 in NYC and DC.



Globally, food waste is an obvious problem with
obvious solutions, an issue with high economic,
social, and environmental costs but, thankfully, also
lots of opportunities.



Feeding the 5000 is a one-day-only food festival designed to
educate the public on the problem of food waste, elevate the
conversation around food and sustainability policy, and
celebrate the easy, fun and tasty solutions that exist to tackle
this global problem.



Each Feeding the 5000 event provides 5,000 members of the
public with a delicious free feast, made entirely from fresh, topquality ingredients that would have otherwise been wasted.



Feeding the 5000 is the flagship campaign of Feedback, an
environmental organization dedicated to ending food waste
and promoting sustainability and resourcefulness across the
food chain. Feedback is headed by renowned anti-food waste



Feeding the 5000 brings together a coalition of like-minded
organizations to shine a light on the problem of food waste, elevate
the conversation around food and sustainability policy and inspire
communities to Take Food Waste Off the Menu.

IF NYC:



Feedback has teamed up with partners like The Rockefeller
Foundation, City Harvest, Sustainable America, GRACE
Communications Foundation, the James Beard Foundation and
many other amazing organizations to bring this event to NYC.



In addition to the main meal, NYC will also furnish an additional
5000 meals to be distributed to local food banks and soup kitchens.



The NYC event will be heavily influenced by partner organizations
and top tastemakers, including chefs Dan Barber, Jason Wiener,
Evan Hanczor, and Liz Neumark, among others.



Partners include:
 The Rockefeller Foundation, City Harvest, GRACE
Communications Foundation, Sustainable America, The V.
Kann Rasmussen Foundation, NRDC, Center for Biological
Diversity, EPA, the NYC Mayor’s Office of Sustainability, the
NYC Office of the Food Policy Director, Food Recovery

Network, The Sylvia Center, GrowNYC, Slow Food NYC,
NYC Schools, the James Beard Foundation, UNEP, Food
Tank, Holy Apostles Soup Kitchen, Salvation Farms, The
Drexel Food Lab, AmpleHarvest.org, Rescuing Leftover
Cuisine, Transfernation, and the Marble Collegiate
Church.

IF DC:



Feedback has teamed up with partners like The Rockefeller
Foundation, DC Central Kitchen, the Campus Kitchen Projects
and many other amazing organizations to bring this event to DC.



The DC event will be heavily influenced by top tastemakers and
food influencers, including chefs José Andrés, Spike Mendelsohn,
and Anthony Lombardo, among others.



Partners include:
 The Rockefeller Foundation, DC Central Kitchen, The
Campus Kitchens Project, EPA, USDA, UNEP, DC
Department of Energy & Environment, DC Food Policy
Council, DC Department of Public Works, DC Food
Recovery Working Group, DC Greens, the Accokeek
Foundation, Dreaming Out Loud, NRDC, National
Consumers League, ReFED, Together We Bake/Fruitcycle,
MEANS Database, Community Food Rescue, Food
Recovery Network, and Capital Area Food Bank.



I’m proud to work with Feedback and its partnership organizations
to raise awareness of the problem of food waste in our city and
across America, and to help get this surplus food to people rather
than landfills.



Each of us can help reduce the amount food we waste by educating
ourselves on food labeling, storage and preparation. It’s easy,
delicious and fun!

Take Food Waste Off the Menu: Four Courses for US Supermarkets and Food
Retailers



Date Labeling: US supermarkets and manufacturers should agree
between themselves, without delay, to a single uniform date labeling
system for the whole nation to replace the confusing mess of "best if
used by", “sell by,” “expires on,” and other labels that lead to
consumers unknowingly throwing out good food.



Reduction of Farm Level Waste: Supermarkets should sell "ugly" fruit
and veg and stop causing farmers and suppliers to waste perfectly
good food on account of overly strict cosmetic buying policies.



Transparency and Accountability: Supermarkets and major
manufacturers should measure and report precisely how much food
they currently waste, as hiding the problem hinders the solutions.

Donations not dumping: Supermarkets and food retailers should make all
unsold, surplus, fit-for-consumption food available to organizations that can
put it to good use by feeding people, rather than just discarding it.



o
o
o
o
o









consumption, and more than 30% of global greenhouse gas
emissions.4 Thus global food waste represents about 27% of
deforestation, 23% of fresh water consumption, and 10% of global
GHG emissions.

Feedback and Partners are encouraging consumers to:
Become aware of your own food consumption and waste
habits
Demand that big businesses tell you the truth about their
supply chain and inventory management
Get smart on the ins and out of food labeling
Buy less and use what you have
Give imperfect-looking fruits and veggies a chance –
embrace the ugly and the weird!

More than 1/3 of the food produced around the world ends up in
a landfill. North Americans lead the world in per-capita food
waste.1 (Please note we can offer the document in which these references live)
Nearly 49 million Americans live in food insecure households. A
higher percentage of Americans are food-insecure than in any
other comparable developed country.2
Of the 63 million tons of food that reach American landfills every
year, the two greatest offenders are individual homes,
(responsible for 27 million tons), followed by consumer-facing
businesses (responsible for 25 million tons). 25% of the food
American consumers purchase is wasted in their own kitchens.3
Food production causes 80% of deforestation, 70% of fresh water



The US spends $218 billion a year, or 1.3% of GDP, growing,
processing, and transporting food that is never eaten - amounting
to nearly 63 million tons of perfectly edible food that reaches
American landfills every year, which ultimately contributes 16% of
all methane gasses.3



A third of the world’s entire food supply could be saved by
reducing waste – or enough to feed 3 billion people; and this
would still leave enough surplus for countries to provide their
populations with 130 percent of their nutritional requirements .5



Rich countries waste almost as much food as is produced in SubSaharan Africa.4



1 in 6 New Yorkers struggle with hunger, with 1 in 5 New York City
children struggling with hunger.6



In 2013, after recycling and composting, food waste was the
largest component of municipal solid waste discards at 21.1
percent, more than plastic or paper in 2013. 7

Sources: 1FAO Report, 2IValueFood/Pew 3ReFED, 4UNEP, 5Waste:
Uncovering the Global Food Scandal , 6FeedingAmerica, 7EPA





17 rapping school kids
8 chef demonstrations
1 MAJOR success

Feeding the 5000 DC: By the Numbers
Here are some links to previous Post-event newsletters we have sent out
for





Feeding the 5000 NYC
Feeding the 5000 Milano
Feeding the 5000 Paris

Collating the figures is important for measuring impact and showing
how much of a success your event was. Here are some figures we
collected as part of F5K NYC and DC.
Feeding the 5000 NYC: By the Numbers





5950 pounds of food saved



139 Volunteers, who dedicated more than 1025 hours to the
events



5,000 meals served on Union Square
5,000 meals distributed through City Harvest’s networks of food
banks and soup kitchens

25 official partner organizations







5,000 meals served on Woodrow Wilson Plaza



115 Volunteers, who dedicated nearly 860 hours to the events
alongside DC Central Kitchens dedicated staff







3000 pounds of food sourced
450 meals donated to Campus Kitchens
300 meals donated to Capital Area Food Bank networks
1,000 portions of paella (thanks to José
Andrés/Jalen/ThinkFoodGroup team!) dished out of giant iron
pans

22 official partner organizations
6 chef demonstrations
3 ThinkFoodGroup chefs chopping (along some 40 The Campus
Kitchen Projects volunteers)
3 Contestants on The Dating Game
1 MAJOR success

Giving a brief to the videographer prior to the event is important for
recording the right kind of content for the result you want. Below is
an example of guidelines we offered for our Videographer for
Feeding the 5000 NYC.
Feeding the 5000 NYC
Videographer Cheat Sheet

QUESTIONS FOR VIDEO
Goal is to capture high-energy, surprise, enthusiasm
FOR CROWD



How is the lunch? Would you have guessed that it's made
from fresh foods that are usually wasted?



What will you be doing at home to help eliminate food waste
(and take food waste off the menu)?





What questions will you ask at markets and restaurants about
how they use and dispose of food waste?
What is one thing that you learned today that
surprised you?
Why do you care about taking food waste #offthemenu?

FOR PARTNERS IN THE TENTS/BOOTHS:



What is the most important thing you encourage people to
do to take food waste off the menu?




What is your biggest success story of the past few months?
Locally, what's the most important thing you'd like people to know
about taking food waste off the menu?

FOR CHEFS




Why are you involved today?




Why do you care about taking food waste #offthemenu?

Tell me about your favorite recipes for using excess fruits and
veggies? What can people try at home?
Where do you think you can make the easiest changes in your
restaurant or food service operation? (E.g.: Date
Labeling? Disposal? Education?)

